National Standards for
U.S. Community Foundations
W E B S I T E

As you begin the process of seeking confirmation or reconfirmation of your compliance with
National Standards, one essential tool at your disposal is the National Standards website.
The site is a robust and searchable library of tools designed to help you construct a quality
binder—confirming your compliance. As you prepare to explore the site, consider the
following points of interest as a guide to navigating the myriad resources—and remember
you can always get “home” by clicking on the logo at the top of each page.

Understanding National Standards
The upper right navigation links to important information
for building an understanding of National Standards,
the application process and available resources.
“Confirmation” and “Reconfirmation” offer
step-by-step processes for seeking compliance
with National Standards and represent a great
place to start.
In “About us,” you’ll find all of the background
information—where National Standards come
from and why, the benefits of compliance,
the people behind National Standards as
well as the at-a-glance list of all the
National Standards.
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Mission Structure and Governance
II.B A community foundation is recognized by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as tax-exempt under Internal
Revenue Code section 501(c)(3) and, organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes.
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Taking on the Tabs
A red bar spanning the site’s masthead represents the main navigation and hard-working parts of the
National Standards website. Once called “documents,” the chapters that make up the main navigation
(and a National Standards record binder) have been renamed “tabs.” Whether seeking confirmation
of compliance for the first time or reconfirmation, all community foundations engaged in the National
Standards process use the same tab system. As was the case with “documents,” the 35 tabs define
each key element requiring community foundation evidence and specific documentation.
Each self-contained tab comprises information
unique to that tab, including:
An explanatory introduction
Related standards that the tab satisfies
Key elements—specific evidence a
community foundation must supply to meet
the tab’s requirements
Core materials—required and suggested
documents for meeting tab requirements
Answers to frequently asked questions
as well as sample language
Glossary of relevant terms
Sidebar boxes at the right of each tab offer:
Coversheets to organize and explain printed
submissions
Sample documents from other community
foundations willing to share their materials
as references
Other relevant tab resources to support
quality record binders
It’s important to review every tab thoroughly to understand all
requirements. If you’re reconfirming, consider whether you’ve
made any changes to your policies, powers or practices and
include appropriate documentation where you have.
You’ll also want to pay special attention to items called out with
these symbols:
indicates minimum requirements for reconfirmation—these requirements apply even if your
R
organization
hasn’t changed in any way since you were last confirmed.
R

P

P indicates new requirements that relate to the Pension Protection Act—these are especially critical
if you submitted your original record binder prior to January 2007.
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